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the city’s Ministry of Environment also proposed a cycle lane on Insurgentes. All these efforts, however, never moved beyond the planning phase. It was not until the COVID-19 pandemic hit, that the city finally implemented a temporary cycle lane. Without the pandemic shutdown, this cycle lane would not have happened as quickly or become permanent.

Ten months after the temporary cycle lane was built, the number of cyclists increased by 353%. Other types of users were also seen with more frequency, like families with children, people exercising, and people with disabilities moving smoothly in their wheelchairs.

In March 2021, Mexico City’s mayor, Claudia Sheinbaum, announced that a permanent high-quality cycle lane along Insurgentes would become a reality. This experience also encouraged the city to implement and accelerate the construction of safe infrastructure for cyclists in other areas and streets. Now that 14.25 kilometers of the cycle lane is finally set to materialize, Insurgentes will truly become a street for all.